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Unethical AdTech (can anyone be trusted?)
There’s now proof that Google and 
Facebook have rigged the ad 
auction to generate hundreds of 
millions of dollars! 

“Project Bernanke” was not 
disclosed to agencies and 
advertisers, as well as publishers 
who sold ads through Google’s ad-
buying systems — yet the company 
generated hundreds of millions of 
dollars in revenue annually, The 
Wall Street Journal reported.

This is not their first time with egg 
on their face. Facebook and 
Google’s secret ”Jedi Blue” 
agreement allegedly guaranteed 
Facebook would both bid in — and 
win — a fixed percentage of ad 
auctions.

Facebook is also guilty of inflating  
video views by up to 9x. This 
resulted in advertisers shifting 
spend to the social network only to 
receive falsely reported video 
metrics. Publishers, who were 
already performing, then went out 
of business.

With documentation as egregious as 
this, Google and Facebook can no 
longer curry the favor of buyers. It 
also begs the question, are other 
walled gardens guilty?

‣ WALLED GARDENS: Any ad 
platform that offers advertisers 
access to their user base while 
limiting the detail they share 
externally on campaign 
performance and consumer 
data. In essence, advertisers 
can peer over the “wall”, but 
they cannot actually enter the 
“garden.”

‣ PROJECT BERNANKE: An 
undisclosed, and unethical 
business practice, that used 
publisher data to gain access to  
competitive bids so Google 
could redirect revenue in their 
favor.

‣ JEDI BLUE: A codename 
whereby Google made an 
agreement with Facebook to 
reduce competition in 
exchange for giving the social 
media company an advantage 
in Google-run ad auctions. 

‣ SECRET CONTRACT TERMS:
These are some of the alleged 
stipulations in the Google-
Facebook contract, according 
to a recent, unredacted draft of 
the states’ lawsuit.

‣ WHAT CMOS CAN DO:
Transition any third-party 
contracts in-house and update 
governance standards. 

‣ This must be done in 
partnership with your legal 
team to ensure that laws, that 
have yet to be written, are 
sufficiently addressed.

‣ WHAT AGENCIES CAN DO: 
Discuss these concerns head on 
with your walled garden 
representatives. 

‣ Demand walled garden 
contract transparency and 
update MSA language to guard 
against any unethical practices.

‣ WHAT EVERYONE CAN DO: 
Develop measurement and 
attribution frameworks that 
give the advertiser control of 
the reporting instead of 
allowing the platform to grade 
their own homework.

‣ Join us for our next installment 
of our Kitchen Counter Series 
where Adam Heimlich, a 
leading expert of the Antitrust 
hearings, joins us to talk about 
what advertisers can do to stay 
safe!

Immediate opportunities to create more -
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- Shared revenue
- Priority access to ad auction
- Guaranteed ad spend

Question Status Quo

Google has other undisclosed 
partners that also have an 

unfair advantage in Google-run 
ad auctions

Contract Language 

Demand walled garden contract 
transparency and update MSA 
language to guard against any 

unethical practices

Prioritize SPO

Supply path optimization 
allows advertisers to see how 
ads are being purchased and 
prioritized in the ad auction

https://www.wsj.com/articles/googles-secret-project-bernanke-revealed-in-texas-antitrust-case-11618097760
https://www.wsj.com/articles/inside-the-google-facebook-ad-deal-at-the-heart-of-a-price-fixing-lawsuit-11609254758?mod=article_inline
https://www.theverge.com/2018/10/17/17989712/facebook-inaccurate-video-metrics-inflation-lawsuit
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC0rG0Yi4L-LNHy1dj9Nypng/videos

